Introduction
LEGO® Education is pleased to bring you the ‘Advancing with Simple
& Powered Machines’, a curriculum pack filled with motivating
and learning rich investigations and explorations into the world of
machines and mechanisms.

Who is it for?
The material is designed for middle school grades, although it can
be relevant both prior to and after middle school. Working in pairs,
students can build, investigate and learn from the models and
activities.
Please refer to the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) and
the Common Core State Standards grids in the ‘Curriculum’ section
of this curriculum pack to see which activities match your current
teaching program.

What is it for?
The curriculum pack is for teachers who want to promote a
challenging classroom environment and actively engage students
in inquiry, reasoning and critical thinking. It is designed to apply the
students’ prior learning in science, technology, and mathematics
together with engineering skills, creativity and intuition to actively
create new knowledge.
The ‘Advancing with Simple & Powered Machines’ curriculum pack
enables you to partially cover the following Crosscutting Concepts
and overall Science and Engineering Practices, which have been
set forth in the NGSS:
Science and Engineering Practices:
• Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for
engineering)
• Developing and using models
• Planning and carrying out investigations
• Analyzing and interpreting data
• Using mathematics and computational thinking
• Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions
(for engineering)
• Engaging in argument from evidence
• Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information
Crosscutting Concepts:
• Patterns
• Cause and Effect (Mechanism and explanation)
• Scale, Proportion, and Quantity
• Systems and System Models
• Energy and Matter (Flows, cycles, and conservation)
• Structure and Function
• Stability and Change
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What is in it?
The 9686 Brick Set
The ‘Advancing with Simple & Powered Machines’ curriculum pack
is designed to be used with the Simple & Powered Machines Set
(9686). This set consists of 396 elements, including a motor, and full
color Building Instructions booklets for fourteen activity models and
thirty-seven principle models. The curriculum pack includes building
instructions for four additional activity models. Some of the building
instructions booklets can also be used with other LEGO® Education
curriculum packs.
Included is a sorting tray and accompanying element overview
showing all the different elements in the building set. Everything is
stored in a sturdy blue storage box with a transparent lid.
Building Instructions Booklets
For each of the activity models there are two building instructions,
a booklet A and B. The building instructions are designed for two
separate building processes, each building only half a model. By
combining the two sub-assemblies, students work together to
create a single, sophisticated and powerful model.

Teacher’s Notes
In the Teacher’s Notes you will find all the information, tips and
clues you need to set up a lesson. Each model the students build
has specific key learning focus areas, vocabulary, questions, and
answers, and further ideas for investigations.

Tower Crane

Teacher’s Notes

Construct

Tower Crane

Teacher’s Notes

Contemplate

Belt driven pulley

Build the Tower Crane and Load
(Building Instruction 16A and 16B to page 28,
step 38)

Why do cranes use pulleys?
Cranes use pulley systems because they can
pull with less effort than is needed in a direct
lift.

Jib
Fixed Pulley

First, observe the mechanical advantage and
predict with which speed pulley setup A will lift
the load.
Record the mechanical advantage and your
predictions on the worksheet.

A

Then test your prediction.
Record your findings on the worksheet.

Hint:
The LEGO® string is
2 meters (≈ 2 yd) long.

Next, follow the same procedure for pulley
setups B and C.

Hint:
You can find all of
the formulas you need to
perform this investigation
in the Principle Models
section for Pulleys.

Pulley setup A (page 28, step 38) presents
a mechanical advantage of 1. It functions with
a speed of approximately 0.1 m/sec.

Movable Pulley

Pulley setup B (page 29, step 39) presents
a mechanical advantage of 2. It functions with
a speed of approximately 0.05 m/sec.

• Place the Tower Crane on the lid on top of
the blue LEGO® storage box

Hint:
To accurately measure
force, use a force meter.

B

Pulley setup C (page 30, step 40) presents
a mechanical advantage of 3. It functions with
a speed of approximately 0.03 m/sec.
Explaining the test results.
Pulley setup A is fast but presents no
advantage in terms of needed force.
Pulley setup B is slower but has a mechanical
advantage of 2, meaning that it only requires
half the effort to lift the load. This also means
that it will be able to lift twice the load using
the same effort.
Pulley setup C is slower than both pulley setup
A and B, but has a mechanical advantage of 3,
meaning that it only requires one third of the
effort pulley setup A needed to lift the load.
This also means that it will be able to lift three
times the load using the same effort.

• Turn on the motor by pushing the battery box
switch forward and let the string unwind and
then let the motor wind it back up again
• Make sure all pulley wheels turn freely
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Student Worksheets
Each worksheet guides students to predict, try out, measure and
record data, change the models to compare and contrast findings,
and draw conclusions.

Student Worksheet

Tower Crane
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Tower Crane

Student Worksheet

Redesign needed?

Name(s):

Tower Cranes are often built to match specific needs.
Now redesign the Tower Crane to make it the best in its
class. We have highlighted some question you could explore.
Choose one area that you would like to investigate.

Date and Subject:

Then design a test that will help you explore how it functions
and possible additional improvements you could make to
your new Tower Crane. Remember to record all your test
results.

Build the Tower Crane and Load
(Building Instruction 16A and 16B to page 28, step 38)
• Place the Tower Crane on the lid of the blue LEGO® storage
box
• Turn on the motor by pushing the battery box switch
forward and let the string unwind and then let the motor
wind it back up again
• Make sure all pulley wheels turn freely

Why do cranes use pulleys?
Cranes use pulley systems because they can pull with less effort than is needed in a direct lift.
First, observe the mechanical advantage and predict with which speed pulley setup A will lift the load.

Let the students work in pairs, predict and test their predictions at
least three times to be confident that their results are reliable. Then
they record their main data accordingly. At the end of each activity,
the students are challenged to design and draw a device that
applies the major concepts they have just explored.

C

What if you wanted to pick up
from one place and put down
to the left or right of that place
– how would you change
the structure where the jib
meets the tower?

What if you wanted to lift loads
more quickly – how would you
change the arrangement for
raising the pulley?

What if you wanted to lift heavier
loads – how would you change
the pulley?

What if you want the crane to lift
loads higher – how would you
change the tower?

Then test your prediction. Next, follow the same procedure for pulley setups B and C.
Test several times to make sure your results are consistent.

Mechanical
advantage

My prediction

Length lifted

Lifting time

Speed

A

(page 28, step 38)

B

(page 29, step 39)

C

(page 30, step 40)
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Assessments
Three different assessment materials are provided for all four of
the activities and the six problem-solving activities. These materials
define clear learning goals before the students start each activity
and motivate the students to challenge themselves throughout the
learning process. You can also use these materials to assess your
students’ development in different learning areas.
Student Worksheets
The student worksheets should be used to record each student’s
work throughout each activity. These worksheets are an easy-to-use
assessment tool that will give you a clear picture of each student’s
level and achievement during each activity. They can also comprise
a valuable part of the students’ log books.
Rubrics
1. Activity Assessment
This rubric page can help students to evaluate their activity work
according to learning goals based on two science-related NGSS
Practices and one theme from the NGSS Crosscutting Concepts.

Self-assessment

Beam Balance
Name(s):

Date:

NGSS GOALS

BRONZE

SILVER

GOLD

PLATINUM

1. Student work related to this Crosscutting Concept:
In this project, we completed the measurements and calculations to show the proportional relationship between
mechanical advantage, load weight and load distance.
Scale, Proportion, and
Quantity:
Use proportional
relationships to gather
information about the
magnitude of properties.

• We built the Beam
Balance.
• We completed the
predictions and
measurements for Beam
Balance A.

• We met Bronze.
• We completed the
predictions and
measurements for Beam
Balance B.

• We met Silver.
• We completed the
predictions and
measurements for Beam
Balance C.

• We met Gold.
• We used our work on the
Beam Balance activity
to plan a solution to the
“How much does it weigh”
challenge.

2. Student work related to this Practice:
In this project, we tested our Beam Balance under different loads and completed calculations such as mechanical
advantage and Effort x length of effort arm = Load x length of load arm. We completed the “How much does it weigh”
challenge.
Using Mathematics and
Computational Thinking:
Apply mathematical
concepts such as ratio, rate,
percent, basic operations
and simple algebra to
scientific and engineering
problems.

• We wrote down the
Mechanical advantage
for the Beam Balances as
a ratio.

• We met Bronze.
• We used the formulaEffort
x length of effort arm =
Load x length of load arm
for all three Beam Balance
set-ups.

• We met Silver.
• We calculated a prediction
for the weight of Assembly
A.
• •We calculated our
Percentage of accuracy.

• We met Gold.
• We built two additional
sets of weights to
measure using our Beam
Balance.
• We calculated a prediction
for their weights.
• We calculated our
Percentage of accuracy.

3. Student work related to this Practice:
In this project, we used our Beam Balance to measure the weight of different LEGO part assemblies. We explained
what we discovered.
Constructing Explanations:
Construct an explanation
that includes quantitative
relationships between
variables that predicts
phenomena.

• We explained what we
discovered.
• Our explanation included
at least one example
calculation.

• We met Bronze.
• Our explanation used
more than two example
calculations.

• We met Silver.
• Our explanation outlined
how we used equations
to predict the weights of
LEGO Assemblies.

• We met Gold.
• Our explanation included
our Percentage of
accuracy results.
• We described ideas for
improving the accuracy of
our Beam Balance.

Notes:
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2. Problem-Solving Assessment
This rubric can help students to evaluate their problem-solving work
according to the engineering-related learning goals from the NGSS
and learning objectives that are prominent in both the Common
Core State Standards and 21st century skill set, specifically:
• How well did their design meet the requirements of the design
brief?
• How creative was their solution?
• How well did their team work together?

Self-assessment

Problem Solving Activity:
Name(s):

Date:

GOALS
Design Brief:
Understand the problem,
develop prototypes
to solve it, test those
prototypes and revise
your design to make it
better.

Creativity:
Come up with inventive
and creative solutions
to problems. Consider
multiple solutions.

BRONZE
Our design met the
goals or criteria defined
by the activity.

SILVER

GOLD

PLATINUM

We met Bronze

We met Silver

We met Gold

We tested our prototype
multiple times.

We made at least two
improvements.

We tested at least two
different designs.

We made at least one
improvement.

We picked the best
design, tested it,
and made several
improvements.

We started the activity
and have at least one
possible solution that
looks reasonable.

We brainstormed two to
three ideas.

We brainstormed more
than three ideas.

We brainstormed many
ideas.

We built a working
model to solve the
problem.

We built an effective
model to solve the
problem.

We built and tested
prototypes for at least
two ideas.

We sometimes worked
together well but some
team members did more
work than others or we
needed help from the
teacher to resolve some
disagreements.

We generally worked
together well, providing
help and support to
each other.

We worked together
well, providing help and
support to each other.

We built an original and
effective model that
solves the problem.

Collaboration:
Work is shared
effectively and the team
encourages and helps
each other.

The work was shared
fairly evenly among the
group members.

The work tasks were
shared evenly.
We addressed issues
that arose.

We worked together
unusually well,
overcoming unexpected
obstacles by working
together as a team.
We actively helped and
supported each other.
We addressed issues
that arose with honest,
constructive feedback.

Notes:

Each rubric includes four levels: Bronze, Silver, Gold, and Platinum.
The intention of the rubrics is to help students reflect on what they
have done well in relation to the learning goals and what they might
have done better. Students can write comments or questions in the
‘Notes’ section of each rubric.
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Students should mark the rubric. If you prefer to emphasize
formative assessment, ask the students to set their learning
goals before they start each activity and to record the dates that
correspond to their completion of each level.
You can also use the rubrics as a tool for your own evaluation of
your students’ work by marking a grade in the appropriate column
and writing optional comments in the ‘Notes’ section.
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Observation Checklist
If a more science and engineering practices based approach to
assessment is required in the problem-solving activities, you can
use the Observation Checklist provided in the Teacher’s Notes to
assess students individually, in pairs, or in groups.

Assessment

Observation Checklist Part 1

Name(s)

Science and Engineering Practices
Grade 6-8
Use the Bronze (1), Silver (2), Gold (3), and Platinum (4) proficiency
level descriptions, or another assessment scale that is relevant to
your school context.
Practice 1: I observed students asking questions
a

to seek more information.

b

to seek evidence for a claim.

c

to challenge a claim or interpretation of data.

d

to identify and understand independent and dependent variables.

e

that can be investigated in this class.

Practice 2: I observed students developing and/or using a model
a

to explore its limitations.

b

to explore what happens when parts of the model are changed.

c

to show the relationship between variables.

d

to make predictions.

e

to generate data about what they are designing or investigating.

Practice 3: I observed students planning and carrying out investigations

You can either use the Bronze (1), Silver (2), Gold (3), and Platinum
(4) proficiency level descriptions, or use other assessment criteria
that are relevant to your school context.

a

that included independent and dependent variables and controls.

b

that included appropriate measurement and recording tools.

c

that tested the accuracy of various methods for collecting data.

d

to collect data to answer a scientific question or test a design solution.

e

to test the performance of a design under a range of conditions.

Practice 4: I observed students analyzing and interpreting data
a

by constructing graphs.

b

to identify linear and non-linear relationships.

c

to distinguish between cause and effect vs. correlational relationships.

d

by using statistics and probability such as mean and percentage.

e

to determine similarities and differences in findings.

f

to determine a way to optimize their solution to a design problem.

Notes:
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Where can I find the assessment materials?
You can find the assessment materials in the Teacher’s Notes for
each of the activities and problem-solving activities.
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Three Levels of Progression
The ‘Advancing with Simple & Powered Machines’ curriculum
pack consists of thirty-eight principle models, four activities, and
six problem-solving activities. Each of these three components
represents one level of progression, and each is described in more
detail below.
Principle Models
The principle models let students experience the mechanical
and structural principles normally hidden away inside everyday
machines and structures. The many easy-to-build models each
present a hands-on demonstration of one of the concepts of simple
machines, mechanisms and structures in a clear, straight-forward
manner.
The principle models are a pathway for students to understand and
integrate mechanical and structural principles applied in their own
models.
Activities
The four activities allow students to apply and develop their
knowledge of science and engineering design. These activities
create a positive learning environment and offer a complete
scientific learning process in which students are able to make
predictions, build models, run tests, record data, make comparisons,
and improve their models in order to create a better solution.

Simple Machines: Pulley

Teacher’s Notes

Simple Machines: Pulley

Teacher’s Notes

C1

C4

This model has a mechanical advantage of 1. The model is a
belt driven pulley where the speed and direction of the drive
and driven pulley wheels are the same. A light grip on the
output pointer will stop the driven pulley wheel from turning
as this causes the belt to slip. The mechanical advantage of
1 represents the size ratio of the LEGO® components.

This model has a mechanical advantage of 1. The model
is a belt driven pulley where the speed of the drive and
driven pulley wheels are the same, but they turn in opposite
directions because the belt is crossed.

C2

C5

This model has a mechanical advantage of 1:3.8 The model
is a belt driven pulley where there is an increase in speed.
The driven pulley wheel turns faster than the drive pulley
wheel, but the output force is reduced plus the belt
can more easily slip. The mechanical advantage of 1:3.8
represents the size ratio of the LEGO components.

This model has a mechanical advantage of 1. The model is
a belt driven pulley where the speed of the drive and driven
pulley wheels are the same, but there is a change in the
angle of motion caused by the twist in the belt.

Drive pulley

Driven pulley

C3

C6

This model has a mechanical advantage of 3.8:1 The model
is a belt driven pulley where there is a decrease in speed.
The driven pulley wheel turns slower than the drive pulley
wheel. This increases the output force, but the belt slips
with increasing load. The mechanical advantage of 3.8:1
represents the size ratio of the LEGO components.

This model has a mechanical advantage of 14.4:1.
The model is a belt driven compound pulley where the
speed of movement is reduced significantly, but the output
force is greatly increased. The smaller drive pulley wheel
causes the larger driven pulley wheel to move
slower. The small drive pulley wheel on the same
axle as the larger driven pulley wheel, becomes
the drive pulley wheel of the second large driven
pulley wheel.

Drive pulley

Drive pulley

Driven pulley
Driven pulley
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Student Worksheet

Beam Balance
Name(s):

Date and Subject:

Build the Beam Balance and Loads
(Building Instruction 15A and 15B to page 9, step 9)
• Make sure the arm moves up and down freely and
the Beam Balance is in a state of equilibrium

Why is it in a state of equilibrium?
Place the load and efforts as shown and use the formulas for levers to find the mechanical advantage and to explain
what happens.
First, observe the mechanical advantage of Beam Balance A.
Then use the formula for calculating the amount of effort needed to lift a given load to explain why the Beam Balance
is in a state of equilibrium.
Next, follow the same procedure for Beam Balance B and C.
Use this formula to help explain why each model is balanced Effort x length of effort arm = Load x length of load arm.

Mechanical
advantage

Weight of load

Load distance
from fulcrum

Weight of effort

Effort distance
from fulcrum

A

These four activities connect with the concepts introduced by the
principle models and help students to prepare for the increasingly
difficult challenges they will meet in the problem-solving activities.
Problem-Solving Activities
The six problem-solving activities all feature real-life problems that
can be solved in several ways. Students will be able to test and
integrate more than just one principle at a time.
The problem descriptions and the closely-defined design briefs are
provided in the student worksheet. Descriptions of learning focus
areas, materials needed, extra challenges and how to progress can
be found in the Teacher’s Notes.

(page 10, step 10)

B

(page 11, step 11)

C

(page 12, step 12)
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Student Worksheet

Watch Tower

The assignment
Ornithologists study birds in the wild. They need to be in a comfortable place protected from the
wind and weather. These places are often called hides because it is here that the ornithologists
‘hide way’ from the birds so that although they can see the birds the birds cannot see them and
so behave naturally. Usually the ornithologists need to be up high to observe the birds in which
case they need a watch tower with the hide at the top.
Your task is to design and build a stabile watch tower suitable for bird watching that is as tall
as possible.

The Teacher’s Notes for each challenge provides tips on what and
how to measure while at the same time carrying out fair testing of
the solutions.
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As a support we have included suggested solutions to the problems
posed. Use these as ‘tips and tricks’, or print them and hang them
as posters as inspiration for the students. The suggested problemsolving model solutions are only meant as guiding principles for any
workable solution the students will come up with themselves.
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Classroom Management Tips
For Your First LEGO® Education Activity, and Beyond
1. Before Class
• Open one of the LEGO® brick sets and sort the bricks according
to the sorting suggestion on the back of the top card.
• Label the boxes so that you can recognize which box belongs to
which student(s).
•		Download the curriculum pack from the URL that is printed on the
lid of each set.
• Try to complete the activity using the student worksheets.
2. During Class
•		Let the students sort their LEGO brick sets at the beginning of the
first lesson.
• Have the students use the lid of their set as a working tray.
• Use a jar to collect stray pieces.
• Make adjustments in order to challenge the students who are
ready to improve and develop new skills.
3. After Class
• Plan to stop the lesson with enough time to allow the students to
tidy up.
• If you did not finish the activity, store the LEGO sets and the
models so that they are ready for the next lesson.
• Evaluate the lesson.
• Book a LEGO Education training session if you need further
inspiration.
How much time do I need?
A 90-minute class period is ideal to be able to explore, build, and
test in depth all the extension ideas built into the material and for
the students to make any creative variations of their own.
How do I handle the building instructions booklets?
For easy classroom management we suggest storing the building
instructions booklets in separate plastic folders in binders so that
they are at hand and ready to use at the beginning of each lesson.
You can also ask your students to download the building
instructions booklets from the URL that is printed on the lid of each
set, and save them to their devices.
What’s needed in my classroom?
Tables may be pushed aside to let models roll across a smooth
floor. Ideally, a computer or computers should be available for
students to explore the Jack and Jill animated activity briefings.
Students need to be able to construct in pairs facing each other
or side-by-side. From teachers and classrooms we have learned
that cafeteria-type trays are ideal to build on, and to stop elements
rolling onto the floor. It is also an advantage to have a cupboard or
shelves to store the sets lying flat with any unfinished models on top
of them.
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LEGO® Education 4C Approach
The activities follow LEGO® Education’s 4C approach; Connect,
Construct, Contemplate, and Continue. This enables you to
progress naturally through the activities.
Connect
Creating a connection between a past and new learning experience
stimulates the growth of new knowledge. Each activity therefore
provides a short text with insights into the purpose and function of
the specific model. The text is supported by a short video of a reallife machine similar to the LEGO model. Use the text and video as a
starting point for a class discussion or you could draw on your own
experiences to provide an engaging introduction to the activity.

Gear Racer

Teacher’s Notes

Connect

Racing cars are exciting because they travel so fast. The fastest racing cars, Formula 1 racing
cars travel at speeds of over 225 mph. The driver has to drive around bends that change
direction. To do this the driver has to slow the car down without losing power. The driver uses a
gearbox to do this. All cars have gearboxes and the development of gearboxes in racing cars has
led to better gearboxes being available in family cars. In the same way the different materials and
structures developed to make racing cars faster, stronger and lighter are now used to improve
the performance of everyday cars.
You will build a model Gear Racer and investigate how its speed can be influenced by shifting
gears.

Ferrari, all associated logos and the distinctive designs are trademarks of Ferrari S.p.A.
The body of the Ferrari car is protected as Ferrari property under trade dress and/or design regulations.
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Construct
The construction of models engages both hands and minds. Using
the building instructions, students build models embodying the
concepts related to the key learning areas. Tips are provided for
testing and ensuring each model functions as intended.

Gear Racer

Teacher’s Notes

Construct

Gear shift

Build the Gear Racer
(Building Instruction 18A and 18B to page 17,
step 20)

Gear box

• Keep the power lead clear of all moving
parts

• Try the two gear positions and make sure
the gears mesh

Mark a test track
• Mark a start line and finish line 2 m (≈ 2 yd)
apart

2m

(≈ 2

yd)
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Contemplate
Contemplating is the opportunity to deepen the understanding
of previous knowledge and new experiences. Based on scientific
method, the activities encourage the students to discuss and reflect
on their investigations, and adapt their ideas to the task at hand.

Gear Racer

Teacher’s Notes

Contemplate
Why does a Gear Racer use a gear box?
Due to the gears in a Gear Racer it can
deliver the best in both power and speed
transmission.
Calculate the average speed of the Gear
Racer by using this formula:

Hint:
You can find all of
the formulas you need
to calculate gear ratio
in the Principle Models
section for Gear.

Distance

Average speed =

A

Time

First, calculate the gear ratio of the Gear Racer
with the gear set in position A and predict how
much time the Gear Racer will need to do the
2 m (≈ 2 yd) stretch.
Record the gear ratio and your prediction on
the worksheet.
Then test your prediction and calculate
the average speed.
Record your findings on the worksheet.

B

Hint:

Next, follow the same procedure for the Gear
Racer with the gear set in position B.
The Gear Racer set in gear setting A
(page 17, step 20) it has a 5:1 gear ratio
Gear ratio =

Each activity requires the students to predict an outcome, test,
calculate and record their findings. We suggest encouraging the
students to present their findings together with their explanations
and rationales to each other.

24
24

x

20
12

x

24
8

=

5

The LEGO® motor turns at
about 400 rpm unloaded.

1

and will do the 2 m (≈ 2 yd) in 10 sec. resulting
in an average speed of 0.2 m/sec.
The Gear Racer set in gear setting B
(page 18, step 21) it has a 5:3 gear ratio
Gear ratio =

24
24

x

20
12

x

16
16

=

5

The circumference of the
large LEGO wheel is 135.7
mm (≈ 5.3 in).

3

and will do the 2 m (≈ 2 yd) in 4 sec. resulting in
an average speed of 0.5 m/sec.
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We suggest stimulating the students’ reflections on their
investigations by having them consider patterns or trends in
their findings, identify variables and describing advantages and
disadvantages in model function and design.
This stage in the student’s work process provides an opportunity for
you to begin evaluating the learning outcome and progress of the
individual student.
Continue
Learning is always more enjoyable and creative when it is
adequately challenging. Maintaining this challenge and the pleasure
of accomplishment naturally inspires the continuation of more
advanced work. The open-ended continue activities challenge
the students through a series of ‘what if’ questions to focus on
particular features of the model that might be re-designed to give
improved and optimized performance.

Gear Racer

Teacher’s Notes

Continue
Redesign needed?
Race cars come in many different types to fit
the race type and race track.
Now redesign the Gear Racer to make it the
best in its class. We have highlighted some
questions you could explore. Choose one area
that you would like to investigate.
Then design a test that will help you explore
how it functions and possible additional
improvements you could make to your new
Gear Racer. Remember to record all your test
results.
When the students have chosen an area of
interest sparked by the ‘what if’ suggestions
ask them to:
a) Explain clearly the relevant part in
the original model
b) Identify the key features of that part that
makes it work in the way that it does
c) Consider which of these key features might
be changed
d) Make possible changes to see their effect
e) Decide which changes achieve the desired
effect
f) Record their new design and add notes to
explain
a. What changes they made
b. Why they made them
c. The effect that the changes have had
Students can record their design by sketching
them, or by taking digital photos or video. It will
help if students work collaboratively as they
will be able to question one another as they
move through the task.
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